
INTRODUCTION

Myanmar is one of the members of ASEAN

(Association of South East Asian Nations) occupying the

largest piece of landmass on the peninsula of South-east

Asia.

Though a close neighbor of India, Myanmar

geographically belongs to the South-East region of Asia.

It is a country accessible by land and sea. A probable

guess is that they mixed and mingled with the immigrants,

judging by certain beliefs, customs and traits of lifestyle

which are still discernible among Myanmar nationalities

today. The so-called 135 ethnic groups which you find in

Myanmar today are the descendants of the indigenous

natives and the immigrant Asiatic forebears who made

Myanmar their permanent home.

Religion, culture and Myanmar society:

For the convenience of their academic studies,

anthropologists have classified Myanmar national races

into three main categories on the basis of their linguistic

affinities. They are:

1. Tibeto-Burma,

2. Shan-Chinese and

3. Mon-Khmer.

Their differences in physical features, lifestyle,
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livelihood belief, custom, tradition in all aspects of tangible

and intangible cultures are more apparent than real, for

basically they all belong to the same family of Mongoloid

stock.

Religion in Myanmar:

Religion in Myanmar today may be analysized

without much in defining what religion in academic

parlance, we get four classifications namely:

1. Indigenous religion,

2. Pre-Buddhist religion,

3. Buddhism and post- Buddhist religion.

The first category belongs to indigenous religion in

the form of animism and ancestor worship both of which

you will find equally prevalent in some of the South East

Asian countries. The second category which is Hindu

Brahminism predates Buddhism. We can say that it is

the first impact of Indian influence upon Myanmar or

even South East Asia. Buddhism in the third category is

the most dominant faith in the country. A great majority

of the population profess it. In the fourth category are

included those faiths which arrived in Myanmar as much

later date namely Christianity and Islam.

Animism (Spirit Worship):

Myanmar indigenous beliefs grew out of the native
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livelihood during the food gathering and good producing

stages of their development. The indigenous people

worship and propitiate Deities called ‘Nat’ in Myanmar

language which is a derivative of Pali word “Natha” mean

a resplendent being worthy of veneration. In Myanmar

common parlance spirits are also included in the “Nat”

category. Nat belief and worship which is indeed animism

is the Myanmar native religion and it has been in existence

in the country from the time immemorial to date. It

pervades the daily life of the people who regard it as a

secular religion which promotes their material well-being.

In spite of the advance of Buddhism and other post-

Buddhist faiths and despite the attempts of the Buddhist

kings to stamp it out, the indigenous religion persists and

it has co-existed with other faiths till today. Most

Myanmar Buddhists are Nat worshippers and they do

not find any contradiction in worshipping Nats and

professing Buddhism. For them, Nat worship is a secular

act which serves the purpose of the present life, whereas

Buddhism is a spiritual religion that promotes the well-

being of life hereafter.

Ancestor worship:

As they migrated from their original homes in

Central Asia the earliest immigrant into Myanmar brought

with them their lifestyle, custom and tradition and beliefs

including ancestor worship. The tradition of living in an

extended family which still prevails in the rural life explains

the veneration of forebears and elders who play an

influential social role in the affairs of the family as well

as those of the local community not only during their

lifetime but also even after their death.

Later faiths, Buddhism and post Buddhist religions

rather than conflicting with ancestor worship support or

tolerate it. Annually Myanmar Buddhists pay homage to

the parents, elders and ancestors and at least three times,

on the New Year day, at the commencement of the

Buddhist Lent and at its termination. They do not visit

the graves of the ancestors for offering food and burning

incense as the Chinese do but they perform some acts of

social or religious merit on behalf of the ancestors such

as building religious monuments, donating cash or kind to

the construction or renovation of temples, doing charity

at the monastery, orphanage or home for the aged.

Libation rite is performed on such merit making occasion

and the spirits of the ancestors are called upon to share

the merit by striking the gongs or bells.

Hindu Brahminism:

Hindu Brahminism is a religion which predates

Buddhism in Myanmar. No date can be ascertained

regarding its first arrival in the country but that it came to

the country by land as well as by sea. It has been proved

by the artifacts unearthed at many archaeological sites

in the country. Long before Christian Era, Hindu

merchants had been travelling far and wide in South East

Asia. They carried on martime trade with the principal

seaports of the region. They crossed the land frontiers

via mountain passes and valley to establish trade relations

with South East Asian principalities and kingdoms. At

sometimes, an offshoot of the main silk road traversed

Burma bringing into the country both Indian peddlers and

Chinese varavans.

With Indian merchants arrived Hindu religion which

spread when Hindu colonies were founded at South East

Asian seaports and capitals. With the Indian businessmen

can Brahmin priests were received as guru (masters)

advisers at the courts of Burma kings. In course of time

Brahmin priests gained influence upon Burma society

from the ruling class down to the peasantry. Though

Burmese people did never become Hindu covert for

Hinduism is not a coverting religion, they did become

acculturalised in the Vedas by the Brahmin priests.

Through their oracles and ritual performances the Vedic

culture took hold of the Burmese society long before the

arrival of Buddhism.

Kings consulted the Brahmins astrologers for

auspicious date and time for holding royal ceremonies,

for going out to the battle fields and for conducting state

affairs. Even today merchants, businessmen, politicians,

and statesmen never fail to seek advice from the

Brahmins for higher profit in trade, for success in

transaction, for winning the elections or gaining popular

support. When a child was born, a horoscope of the child’s

birth is made without fail. Horoscope is the astrological

document by which the future of its owner is foretold.

Most if not all Burmese people have each his or her own

horoscope inscribed on palm leaf which they take to the

astrologer for consultation when the need arises and a

great minority of Burma have astrologically auspicious

names chosen by the Brahmin gurus.

Burmese traditional water festival which falls on

April, light festival in November and Ganesh festival in

December are associated with Hindu mythologies and

Ganesh is termed as Mahapinnhe in Burma. We can say

that the daily life in the people of Burma from the cradle
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to the grave is consciously or unconsciously influenced

by the culture of Hindu Brahmanic religion.

Buddhism:

Burmese legends and chronicles claim that

Buddhism arrived in Burma during the lifetime of the

Buddha. The world renowned Shwedagon Pagoda in

Rangoon is believed to have enshrined eight hair relics

of Gotama Buddha. He offered the two merchant brother

from Burma who paid homage to Him in the eight week

of his Enlightenment. In addition, there are some sacred

sites in the country which are legendarily believed to have

been visited by the living Buddha who left his footprint.

Archaeological and historical evidences prove us

that both Mahayana and Theravada schools had

flourished in the country though it is never ascertained

as to which school arrived here first. Due to the two

missionary monks; Sona and Uttara by name dispatched

by Emperor Asoka Theravada Buddhism arrived in the

lower Burma. Later written Buddhism in the form of

texts called Tipitaka was brought to Burma and still later

in 1057A.D, with the arrival of the copies of Tipitaka and

Buddhist monks from Thaton (then known as

Suvannabhumi), Theravada Buddhism was introduced to

Bagan, the first Emperor of Burma. Due to the great

effort of the pioneer of Venerable Dhammadassi known

as Shin Arahan, a monk from Thaton and King Arawratha

(1044-1077 A.D), the king of Bagan, Theravada

Buddhism flourished and spread through the kingdom.

Buddhism in Burmese cultural life:

Since the time of its introduction to Bagan,

Theravada Buddhism has permeated every aspect of

Burmese culture. State and monastery worked hand in

hand for the material and spiritual well being of the society.

All Burmese kings whether noble or tyrant, tried to be

noble patron of religion, promoter and supporter of

Buddhism and defender of faith, by building religious

monuments for enshrining sacred relics and objects by

building residences for monks, rest houses for sheltering

travellers and pilgrims, by digging wells, tanks, dams and

canals for supply of water for public use and cultivation,

and by doing many other meritorious deeds. Monks are

the teachers who impart knowledge, preach Dhamma

and propagate Buddhism.

As learning is the first step to the understanding of

Buddhism, literacy is of primary importance. The three

R’s teaching are one of the main functions of the Buddhist

monks. Traditionally monks are referred to as teachers

and monastery in Burmese language is the residence for

the monks as well as the school where the monks teach

the pupils of monks, novices and lay people; boys as well

as girls. The Burmese literacy education originated at

monastery.

High literacy rate in Burma is credititable to the wide

spread monastic education. Monasteries are well

supported by the State and the public. They provide free

lodging and messing to the pupils regardless of their birth,

rank, race and creed. Under the mentorship of the monk

teachers, royal sons and commoner’s sons alike receive

equal treatment and the same type of free education.

Monk teachers impart secular and religious knowledge

to the pupils. Secular knowledge comprises reading,

writing, arithmetic, grammar, literature, astrology, civics,

moral and manners and religious knowledge is sacred

texts and Buddhist philosophy.

In olden days, there were monasteries which gave

training in vocational subjects such as arts and crafts,

medicine, Vedas, occult science and even martial arts.

Boys can choose to become monk or quit after a few

years of monastic education. Products of monastic

schools are held in the high regard and respected as

literati. Most learned scholars were employed at the court

and some rose to become ministers and counselors. All

Burmese kings were graduated from monastic schools.

Moral instruction of Buddhism:

Besides imparting knowledge, monastic education

instructs morals to both youth and adult alike. Buddhism

is the teachings taught by Gotama Buddha showing the

way to escape from the miseries and sufferings of birth

cycle to reach the ultimate goal of Nibbana, the end of

all craving. One has to learn oneself to understand

Buddhism and salvage oneself from the sufferings of the

birth cycle by following the Noble Eightfold Path called

the Middle Way. This is the spiritual side of Buddhism in

nutshell.

There are codes of conduct which Buddhism

instructs for a noble living and for the refinement of one’s

life. There are five treatises on rules of discipline and

conduct called ‘Vinaya’ for Buddhist monks. There are

thirty-eight rules of conduct prescribed for all mankind

to abide by. They are collectively called ‘Mangalasutta’

means the discourse on blessing taught by the Buddha.

Buddhists believe that by following the guidance of

the thirty-eight rules of conduct one can lead a good happy
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life and kings and ministers can govern a country and

cone can even draw up plans to gain peace and prosperity

for the world. Therefore, Buddhism as a religion for

spiritual deliverance from all sufferings, as an education

for imparting knowledge, and as a means of moral

instruction, has taken such a strong hold on a great

majority of Burmese people. Till today Buddhism

exercises profound influence upon Burmese society in

general and Burmese Buddhist in particular.

Buddhism in tangible culture:

We have looked into the religious influence

particularly of Buddhism on the intangible aspect of

Burmese culture. A few lines should be added here as a

supplement to cover the tangible aspect. Burma (now

Myanmar) is metaphorically called “The Land of

Pagodas”. This metaphor rightly bespeaks the Buddhist

influence in Burmese arts and architecture.

Archaeological sites like Bagan where more than

three thousand ancient monuments stand within an area

of 16 square miles. Sri Kestra (then Prome, now Pyay)

where several Pyu stupas cluster; Pegu and Thaton where

the old Mon Buddhist edifices proliferate. Another

ancient, Mrauk U where old Rakkhine stone temples still

tower the surrounding which are only some of many silent

witnesss to Buddhism in tangible culture of the country.

Other ancient capitals such as Inwa, Pinya, Sagaing,

Taungoo, Shwebo, Amarapura and Mandalay can be seen

such religious edifices. All these monuments are Buddhism

inspired, fashinoned of Buddhist designs and dedicated

to Buddhism. All decorative arts that adorm them are

also Buddhist motifed.

There are twelve months in Burmese calendar and

every month has its significant event or festival. Of the

twelve traditional monthly festivals, two months related

to Hindu Brahminic and another two are royal and the

remaining eight months are Buddhist influence. Music,

musical instrument, songs, dances, drama, marionette, and

literature are echoed with Buddhist tenets and concepts.

Buddhist philosophy inspires music and song,

Buddhist mythologies provide theme and pattern for dance

and design of musical instruments, whereas Jataks are

the main stories re-enacted in drama and marionette plays

and depicted in frescoes and sculpture. In short one may

say that in Burma Buddhism is constructed in building,

depicted in painting, fashioned in sculpture, narrated in

literature, sung in song and poem and played in drama.

Buddhism: the source of nationalism:

In British Colonial period, Buddhism was the source

of national inspiration. The Young Men Buddhist

Association (YMBA) was formed in 1905-06 and it was

initially religious and cultural in aims and objects but they

assumed political role and changed to Young Men

Burmese Association so as to embrace non-Buddhist as

well. It was YMBA that sparked off the modern

nationalist movement which led the people of Burma to

fight for freedom from the British rule.

With the regaining of independence, Buddhism

revived with new vitality. Being aware of the significant

role Buddhism had played in the national renaissance,

retention of national identity and moral uplift of the public,

successive Government of Independence Burma

promoted religions and encouraged religious learning. In

1954-55 during the premiership of U Nu the 6th Great

Buddhist Council was convened at, Kaba-Aye in Rangoon

where learned Buddhist monks and people from all over

the world were invited to assemble in an immense man-

made cave called ‘Mahapasana Cave’ to recite and edit

Buddhist Pali texts and their commentaries. The edited

texts were printed and distributed to the Buddhist world.

Religion in Myanmar Today:

Myanmar (then Burma) today is taking off to

become a peaceful prosperous modern developed nation.

Uplift of the moral and morality of the entire nation, uplift

of national prestige and integrity and preservation and

safeguarding of cultural heritage and national character

and uplift of dynamism of patriotic spirit are social

objectives which call for the role of religion. Four faiths

which peacefully co-exist in Myanmar today are

Buddhism, Christianity, Islam and Hinduism which are

looked after and supported by the Ministry of Religious

Affairs. They receive assistance and support in cash and

kind from the State, their followers and well-wishers,

much more than they did in the past. Though the Republic

of the Union of Myanmar is a secular state and there is

no State religion, Buddhism is recognized as the religion

of the majority and other three faiths receive due

recognition. To persuade young generations to learn,

understand and practice the faiths they profess, the public

service examinations set questions on these four religions.

Religious examinations are held annually in June for

Buddhist monks and layman and the State confers title

upon learned Buddhist monks from all over the world.

Religious education and instruction are given in the
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establishments of other faiths. All enjoy freedom of

worship.

Visitors to Myanmar will be delighted to see

Churches of different denominations, Mosques, Hindu

temples, Chinese Joss Houses and Nat shrines among

Pagodas and monasteries not only in the capital but also

in every city and town throughout the country. As long

as there is law and order, peace prevails, and the country

prospers so religions co-exist happily and harmoniously.

Conclusion:

Buddhist monks and kings were mutually

complementary in Burmese history. The former

contributed to the maintenance of law and order by

imparting knowledge, instructing morals and preaching

the teachings of the Buddha. The latter supported,

patronized and defended the Holy Order. Every year in

the month of Nayon (approximately in June) religious

examinations were held under the State sponsorship to

advance the monks’ learning and successful candidates

were awarded monthly support and outstanding ones

were honored with religious titles.

Among the Burmese kings who promoted

Buddhism, king Mindon (1853-1878) deserves to figure

out because he not only promoted Buddhism as any other

kings did but also supported other faiths. He donated lands

for building Churches and Mosques. He gave assistance

to his Muslim and Christian fellow to visit holy places of

their faiths. He built a religious achievement for convening

the 5th Great Buddhist Council in Mandalay, the Capital

in 1871. The Buddhist Canon called Tipitaka were

examined and orally recited and edited by an assembly

of learned monks from at home and abroad for several

months and the edited texts were inscribed on 729 marble

stone which still stand intact in the precincts of

Mahalokamarazein Kuthodaw Pagoda in the capital.

Therefore, Myanmar culture and civilization mainly

rooted in Buddhism led by the spiritual leaders with the

royal support joining hands together for the nation.
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